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Cast polishes harp

The rehearsal for the spring play "One Foot in Heaven", are now in full swing, and the cast, under the direction of Mr. Alfred Hinkley, is engrossed in its preparation for the big event, which will be on April 20, 21, and 22. There are definite relationships between all the characters in the play, and these, briefly, are the main points of those relationships.

Reverend William Spence (Bradley Smith) and his wife, Hope (Jackie Slaughter) are the joint heads of the Spence family, which further consists of Waldo (Hadley Osborne) and his sister, Eileen (Alene Watterworth). Upon moving to the small town of Laketon, Iowa, they make many new friends and old. Of these, Dr. Romer (Dick Curry), Molly (Mary Fopeano), her brother, Ronnie (Jack Hill), Louise (Kay Loughead), and Letty (Janet Snow) are the first to introduce themselves and to "look them over." Not to be outdone however, they are soon followed by many new friends young and old. Of these, Mrs. Cambridge (Pat Mabie), Mrs. Digby (Margaret Burns) with her son, George (Joe Spicketts). Next come the two oldest and most influential members of the community. Mrs. Sandow (Carol Sheldon) and Major Cooper (Don Cain), Bishop Sherwood (Roger Mills), an old friend, and Maria (Sandy Hackman), a friend never meet, but they are both principals in the crisis that arises between the Spence family and the whole community. The tale of the trials of a minister and his family is narrated by a person who should know, the youngest member of the family, Fraser (Not yet cast).

Future staff members selected

Meet The New Freshmen

The present eighth grade is divided into two home rooms that are located on the second floor of the Administration Building, Miss Cora Ebert and Mr. Frank Jerse are the two teachers in charge of the sixty students.

Polly Allen and Dave Schriber head the students in Miss Ebert's room and Dick Wilsey and Charles Strouf act as president and vice-president respectively, in Mr. Jerse's room. The groups hold meetings about twice a week.

The pre-frosh feel "sort-of-in-between" the training school and the high school. They attend our assemblies when they are held in the Woman's Gym, and start their studies at 8 o'clock. Just like 10 high school teachers present their knowledge to the kid's and they have a choice between taking home economics, shop and art. The experience they are receiving should prove very beneficial and helpful when next year they become the bottom rung on the ladder that leads finally to graduation from high school.

Will attend special class

Eleven students from a group recommended by the English Department have been selected to join the Highlights staff next year. They are Kate Randall, Mary Teugh, Roger Lininger, Joan Stiles, Nanette Slavin, Nancie Strome, Nancy Doubleday, Kay Peelen, Suzanne Gilbert, Frank Maher, and Kay Loughead.

Kay Peelen is very much interested in sports writing as a career, and she will join Roger Lininger and Frank Maher on the sports staff.

These future Highlights members will attend classes in journalism instruction every Wednesday afternoon from three to four for a period of eight weeks. The program which they will follow has been outlined and plans for each hour of the series is being organized.

From March 15th to April 5th, Miss Bernynce Cleveland will be in charge of teaching the journalistic form of writing, both news and feature.

April 19th and 26th Mary Fopeano will explain the procedure to follow in putting together a page and making headlines. She will also acquaint the new members with the organization of the Highlights as a unit in the school.

On May 3rd Mr. George Cooper, the paper's advisor, will give instruction in proofing. And on May 10th, the last meeting, it is hoped that the group can visit the print shop to see the final stages of making the Highlights.

It is very important that these eleven people attend each of these meetings so next year they will be able to join the veteran members of the staff in putting out their school paper.

Events Scheduled Unofficially

Baseball

April

6 Allegan there
14 Buchanan there
21 South Haven home
28 Three Rivers there

May

4 Niles home
9 Allegan here
12 Dowagiac there
26 St. Joseph here

Track

April

21 Three Rivers there
25 South Haven home
29 Invitational at K College

May

2 Niles there
12 Conference at Niles
20 Regionals site unknown
27 State Track Meet Lansing

Book drive planned

State High's Red Cross is planning an interesting campaign under the supervision of Mrs. Wartena, the new Junior Red Cross director of Kalamazoo County. Their project concerns a book drive for Europeans, and this week Mrs. Wartena is going to speak to the committee members on the subject. We hope all students will give any necessary support to the workers on the drive.
Hi-Y forming plans for annual carnival and assembly

The way things are shaping up, it looks like this year's Hi-Y Carnival will be a big success. March 25 is the date, and you'd better plan to attend.

The Carnival Assembly next Wednesday, March 22, will give State High students a preview of the big night. Each group sponsoring a booth will be given a chance to put on a skit or advertise its booth in some way. Additional entertainment will be furnished by the State High Pep Band under the direction of Ted Klinger. The band will play several numbers throughout the program. The purpose of the assembly is to stimulate interest in the Carnival and give everyone a good time.

At the Carnival itself, the gala midway will feature about 20 booths with several new and original ideas. A free program is being planned and will run throughout the evening. It will include music by the Swing-copators, prizes, presenting of the Sweethearts, and other entertainment. The Dixieland Band which made such a hit at the Blue and Gold Review will favor us with a few numbers.

From the Sweetheart nominations made by petition last week, eight final candidates will be chosen by ballot today. These four boys and four girls will compete for the honor of being named the State High Sweethearts of 1956. Voting will be done by putting money in the canis-
ter of your candidate. The boy and girl with the highest total will be the winners. The balloting will start next Monday and continue through the week, ending at 3:00, Friday, March 24.

Remember, next week is Carnival week. Plan to participate in all the activities and have a good time.
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Students to get aid in electing courses

A series of P.T.S.O. meetings is scheduled in the near future to plan the election of courses for next year with the students and their parents. Two new classes are going to be added to the selection. One of the three sections of English I will be connected loosely with Social Studies or Personal and Social Problems. These two classes will be scheduled together in a two period block of time and taught by the same teacher. The second new subject concerns next year's Juniors. American Literature and American History are going to be combined in the same manner as the first class. These two subjects may be taken separately if desired.

We urge everyone to attend these important discussions as they are of real value in choosing a well-balanced schedule.

String group organized

Instead of having an orchestra, Mr. Beloof is organizing a string ensemble. This done because the band and string group were unable to meet more than one hour a week. This way, both can get five hours of practice weekly.

The strings are working on semi-classical numbers such as 'Tea for Two', 'Jealousy' and 'Memory Lane.' They plan to play for neighboring towns and may visit the all-state band and orchestra festival. The band will not enter in this. Instead they are planning a May concert.

Mr. Beloof has been contemplating music for all assemblies. He would like to have it played to create an atmosphere as we arrive. A lively march could be used for a pep assembly and a slower tempo for more serious things. What would you think of this? Any band or string player would like to know your opinion.

On the lighter side, they planned a toboggan party at Echo Valley while the weather was still cold. How ever, it was cancelled. It is hoped that will be possible to fulfill these plans in the near future.
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State drops opener in tournament play

Sturgis and State High, second division teams in their respective conferences, provided a thrilling first round Class B District game at Sturgis. Sturgis nosed a hard-luck Cub outfit out of tournament play by a score of 33-31 in an overtime.

State displayed good form in the first half, and with balanced scoring and plenty of scrap were on top 22-14 at the end of the half. Sturgis came back strong in the second half with a pressing defense. They outscored the Cubs 8 to 4 in the third period, and going into the final quarter it was 26-22.

The final quarter saw Sturgis controlling the ball and shooting out from 31-30 at the automatic time out. Sturgis almost succeeded in stalling out the remaining minutes, but just before the gun Jim Pore was fouled. Pore made good on the free throw to send the game into an overtime. The extra period was a wild scramble. In the final seconds, Marvin Post of Sturgis scored what proved to be the winning tally, and the end of basketball for Coach Bush's horse-shoe kids.

A youth's lament

I wanna be

A great big he-man

A muscular guy who tears telephone books in three.

That's what I wanna be.

I wanna be able to impress all the women

So they'll crowd around to see

Little old skinny me

As I pick up a piano and hold it on

I wanna be a burly boy,

Can someone tell me how

To build massive muscles

So that all the girls go, "wow"

So when I meet that great big bully

Who so often knocked me woolly

I can beat him up completely and fully.

Wait till I beat up that big bully.

I wrote to Joey Louis

And asked him what it was

That made him so big and strong

That he could beat anyone into a fuzz

He wrote me back and told me

"Youse trying to do it wrong,

Go see Charlie Atlas.

He'll make you big and strong."

Charlie's course, it didn't work.

I still am just a little squirt.

I still weigh but one thirty-five-

What can I do to make me thrive?

This poem stinks.

It is just a waste of inks.

But someday, you wait and see,

I'll be as great as James W. Riley.

Crawford Picks Boston for flag

Three times and out. The last two seasons the Black Bay Millionaires have lost by the narrowest of margins—one game. Had they won that one game they would have been American Legion Champs. This year, as before, the experts are riding along with that gold plated, power packed, fence-busting—organization, the Boston Red Sox, predicting they will be the Junior league champs.

If you will remember the past two seasons, the Bean-town boys have shown miserable starts, and they have finished like Man O' War in his prime. This year good ol' Joe McCarthy will be in the driver's seat. Maybe this year Joe can show it into high gear and get them rolling right off the bat and the Bosox can win the flag pulling away.

The team this year should be much more potent, both at the plate and in the field. The Red Sox are the owners of the best one-two punch in baseball that Williams, Stephens combination, Dom DiMaggio, Al Zarilla, and Ted will take care of the pasture lands. Pesky, Doerr, Goodman and "Junior" should be able to hold their own in the infield and get more than their share of the base hits.

Catching should be no problem with Tebbetts, Battis, and Rosar. The pitching staff should be nothing less than a dream, headed by Kinder, Parnell, Stobbs, Dobson, and McDermott. A rookie pitcher to watch is young Mike Palm.

The Sox will have one of the strongest benches in the league. Tom Wright and George Wilson are two of the top rookies, but it will be hard for them to work their way into the regular line-up.

Even though the fire works will be Boston, keep your eye on Louisville, because they have a big boy named Walt Dropo. Watch him for I think he will be back in the big tent before the season is over.

All in all Joe McCarthy's only worry should be by how many games his team will win the pennant by.

Griggs. She's great in the pivot and can hit hook-shots with both hands. She just barely edges out Shirley Gary, get your eye on Mt. Vernon, because they have a pretty terrific, too, so they go on the second team.

This team has just about everything one could ask for. They have speed, height, good shooting, and above all, I think they could hold their own with the varsity team for at least a half, and maybe the whole game.

Girls play ball too

The boys are all through with basketball, but the girls are still going strong with the cage sport. They look terrific out there, too. They play a rough, tough brand of ball, although somewhat hampered by the girls' rules that discourage fouling. Every now and then, however, they get in a rocking cross-body that leaves the gal on the receiving end reeling on the floor.

They also use a fast break offense whenever possible. When they get stopped and can't use their fire-hose style, they have a nice set of cuts to work the ball in. If this should fail, they always have a couple of girls who can pop away from out court. Some of the "bloomer girls" have trouble getting the ball into the basket if they have to shoot from more than two feet away, but that's alright. They can play guard.

I'll now attempt to pick a girls All-Star team. I will put in a first and second string so I won't leave any of the stars out in the cold.

At forward, Pat Perigo and Sandy Beebe look like they've got the heart of the candidates. Both have everything especially figures. They are followed closely by Maggy Storey and Pat Sprouse on the second team. The center position is held down by Bev
Spokes of the Carnival Wheel

It has been said that mothers are able to judge where our interests lie by the everyday things we do, so let’s psychoanalyze the wheels of the Hi-Y carnival.

PAT COFFIELD’s attraction is the gridiron, for he’s managing the football throw with a bit of help from the “S” club.

JACK BRENNER is managing the Highlight’s food booth. No wonder we often see him energetically destroying some delicate morsel; it’s his chief concern.

The motion picture industry holds a fascination for JOHN WEBER, who promises to tickle your funny bone with such characters as Donald Duck, Bugs Bunny, and all of their comic kin. Also, he and the movie operators club can make you hair stand on end with terrifying thrillers.

JR. KRUIZENGA is trying hard to become a “little ball of rhythm” and “pretty penny, just to shine one shoe”, so on March 25th he will demonstrate in which bracket his interests fall to the tune of “Chattanooga Shoeshine Boy”.

DON VROBEL and his notorious comrades of 206A plan to rock the foundations with various loud reports issuing from the shooting gallery. A bit difficult to judge their inclinations, isn’t it?

MEL PETTIT and his 219em are going to stage a Western Union Telegraph Agency at the anticipated event and will be seen frantically searching for the little girl in the big hair ribbon.

DAVE GLEASON and the “Horrors of the Highway” will be seen patiently teaching all future menaces to civilization how to make the Tin Lizzie take to the hills.

Sure, more attraction will be the fun house which will certainly make your blood turn to ice water. JANET SNOW, do you always enjoy putting people on the spot and watching them squirm? (Don’t answer that!)

FRANK NUGENT, illustrious member of the cagers squad, is planning to favor the carnival crowd with a basketball throw booth at which anyone may entertain us with various exploits of his skill.

The whole sophomore class has decided to present a style how of which TED EMERSON is boss. Don’t worry, folks. It’s just one of his favorite pastimes to enjoy beautiful girls parading before his eyes.

SHIRLEY SMITH, chief executive of 217A’s plans, appears to be the destructive type – enjoys throwing things at, Shirley? However I’m sure that not one of us doesn’t enjoy throwing wet sponges at the Hi-Y carnival; so kindly patronize 217A’s booth for the alleviation of your inner self.

(Continued from Column 2)

Lockers Slams

Same old news for the freshmen Cleora and Brad have broken up. (I wonder what will result from this little notice? Fred Hoyt has already entered the picture.)

The visit that Clair and Dottie made to Tellamah provided quite a house party. Comments are still being heard.

What hit the three most dignified seniors? They were turning semi-suits in the snow, under billboards at 12:30 A.M.

What’s all this about some of the freshmen girls having crushes on the student teachers? Hear tell that Vern VerHage is playing “Cupid” these days. He threw a party where some old couples got together.

Every dance from the Can-Can to the Conga was seen at a recent party. Maxine was doing some wild original while Shirley Gary and Pat Coffield were trying to pick up a piece of paper without using their hands. Judy Bills and Jim Dojahan were laughing over some joke that resulted in a magazine. Pete Lindquist was trying to find a space for Betty Jo and some dancing. Sandy Woodworth and Bob Dalm were forgetting their television sets for the evening and enjoying some music furnished by records. Duncan had to be dragged from a register “cause it was time to go home.

(Continued from Column 2)

Time saver blank here at last

If you have need of a new successful excuse, here is just the thing. After careful research and a secret interview with Mr. Sebaly, we have compiled for your use a blank consisting of the best lines of our fellow students. Check the one that fits the occasion and reach for a blue slip.

Sample of Simplified Excuse Application

Dear ( ) Mr. Sebaly
( ) Miss Crisman
( ) Dr. Bryan
( ) Please

( ) Kindly excuse the ( ) absence, ( ) tardiness, ( ) failure to complete assignment, of

( ) He helped his father at the farm
( ) His clothes fell in the water in gym and he had to come home for dry ones.
( ) On account of a swollen blister on her heel.
( ) His father wants him to go deer hunting with him. I think it would be a good experience for him if his teachers think he can afford to miss two days of school.
( ) She was absent because her stomach didn’t feel very good.
( ) His aunt has a new television set and he stayed out yesterday afternoon to watch the world series game.
( ) She was sick in bed with her throat last week.
( ) He stayed out of school this morning to complete some school work he felt should be done before going to class.
( ) He was tardy because of the usual car trouble.
( ) We haven’t had any time to go Mother’s Day shopping, and I would like her to help her sister shop for something.
( ) Gratefully,
( ) Lovingly,
( ) Sincerely,

(Continued from Column 1)

JILL GANNAWAY and the watchdogs of the school are promising us a booth of penny pitching. The little book says that such inklusions reveal a person with a mad desire for the green bill fold material.

There promises to be plenty of fun to go around to every one who comes to the carnival. There’s going to be door prizes, a television set to watch, and enough hot dogs and cokes for every one to gain a few pounds on. Last but not least, the Sweethearts of 1950 will be present. See you at the carnival, gang!

Fat I am

Fat I am, fat I’ll be.
No more dieting for me.
I like chow that offers fun.
That makes the gastric juices run.
I can’t keep my raptured gaze
From cream gravies and souffles.
Carrots stick right in my throat.
Spinach, too; I’m no goat.
I crave large and juicy steaks,
From cream gravies and souffles.

Let the thought of health take wings.
Diabetes, here I come

Carrots stick right in my throat,
I crave large and juicy steaks,
Biscuits hot and luscious hams
Champagne sauce and candied yams.
I like all unhealthy things.

Let the thought of health take wings.
Clash the cymbal; beat the drum.
Diabetes, here I come ! ! !